Sports

Beavers split four, 12-14

By Lawrence D. David

The MIT baseball Beavers split the last four games of their schedule last week, edging Northeastern, 1-0, before closing out with a comeback over WPI in the second game of the doubleheader, 7-3.

Mike Royal '76 twisted a see-sawer and the left-handed Kellogg retired the first two men in the ninth, but the next batter, Ken Kring, fielded the ball off his chest, making the second out as the WPI batter tried to bunt over it. Then Kellogg walked the next batter, and it was even money whether the Beavers would have the lead. It was to be. Kellogg was back and the Beavers had led, 3-2.

The Beavers got their revenge in the nightcap, as Ken Smith '77 hurled the finest game of his career, pitching a 3-hitter over 9 innings. Only one of the men that Smith allowed was earned, a third-inning run by WPI's shortstop. Kellogg handcuffed the WPI batters, surrendering only five hits and two walks. The Beavers cruised out 11 hits, taking the initiative in the second inning when Royal laid down a perfect squeeze bunt to score Yauch with the second run, Edelson at the plate.

Falcon settled the ease running win by reaching second on a throwing error by the shortstop and wheeling around on Edelson's infield hit. As the game was nailed down in the ninth by Royal, Olson doubled him home, Felton doubled Olson home, and then Felton scored on Heinonen's infield hit, on which the shortstop threw the ball away. Heinonen was elected the Northeastern catcher for the ball in MIT's Engineers' best game this year.

MIT was completely out-classed by a UMass squad that was quicker, had better ball and stickhandling ability. The Beavers gave up 11 hits, taking the initiative in the second inning when Royal laid down a perfect squeeze bunt to score Yauch with the second run, Edelson at the plate. The Beavers were back and the Beavers had led, 3-2.

Yauch retired the first man in the ninth to end a Northeastern comeback attempt. The Beavers scored their lone run in the fifth. Heinonen, the first man in on an infield hit and Herb Kummer '75 followed with a one-out single. Sandberg's ground ball to the & third baseman that was too late, as Henrichsen scored the gamewinner, 5-4.

UMass routs lacrosse, 22-5

By Glenn Brownstein

showing why they are the nation's 14th-ranked lacrosse team, the Redmen of the University of Massachusetts scored twelve goals in the first quarter to put their record at 3-0, the team improved tremendously from 1974's 0-11 squad.

The addition of Laurensen (a transfer student who was first eligible to play this year) gave MIT more scoring punch (94 goals in 1975 against only 42 last year). Laurensen had 27 goals, graduation-co-captain Baum 21 (with 18 assists), and Schwartz and Connor 15 spice. Epstein scored five goals and passed off for eleven assists.

MIT's offense, although allowing 158 goals, substantially improved over last year, as co-captain Rick Bye '75 (who missed the UMass game after testing knee ligaments in a scrimmage earlier in the week) anchored a quick, precise unit that allowed few good scoring opportunities.

The squad's most valuable player was Singer, who at times played two-way; the best goalie in the A- or B-league: with the possibility of continuing the improvement trend of MIT lacrosse.

It's not too late - yet!

Freshmen may still enroll in the Army ROTC program.

For details, inquire at 20E-126, or call ext. 3-4771

Don't leave Massachusetts!

But if you have to move, don't leave one of Massachusetts' best features behind. Once you move out of state you can't get back. And there are less-expensive SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE at low Massachusetts rates. Buy now and keep it wherever you settle down.

Find out about one of America's best life insurance buys today at Cambridgeport Savings Bank, 689 Mass. Ave, in Central Square. It's a short walk and it will save you money, too.

Or, phone 864-5271 for a take-out.